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Abstract
The similarity betweenflows induced by a solid Taylor bubble and a gas Taylor bubble is
examined numerically using a Finite Volume Method. Although the similarity exists, it happens
conditionally. In this work, it is found that the length of bubble plays an important role on the
similarity.Short solid bubblesand gasbubblestend to inducethe sameflow patternbehindthemselves,
whereaslong bubblestend to inducedifferentflow structurebehindthemselves.This can be explained
by the fact that long solid Taylor bubbleshave more block ratio, leadingto a seriousvelocity gradient
at the cross section where a falling film jet detachesfrom the bubble. High wall shear stressis
produced afterward, and it eventually affects the position of flow separation,which directly controls
the geometryof toroidal vortex behind the bubble.Sincethereis no wall shearstresson a gas bubble
surface,the geometryof toroidal vortex behind the solid bubble is different from that of the gas bubble
if the wall shearstressis sufficientlyhigh.
Keywords: Slug flow, Taylor bubble,Interfacialboundarycondition,and Toroidal vortex

1. Nomenclature
D Diameterof pipe

us

Tangentialvelocity

Y The heightof controlledvolumecovering
boundarylayer thickness
Coordinateon z-axis
: The positionof bubblenoseon z-axis
Zc The positionof vortexeye on z axis (mm)
z. The positionwherethe end of
re-circulationoccurson z-axis(mm)
A Total discrepancyof ;.., r,. andz" between
gas and solid bubble(mm)
5 Boundarylayer thickness
) The radiusof 7+circularcurve.connecting
bubble'ssidecurve and bottom curve
e Relativeanglerelatinglocal normaltangentialcoordinatesto the global
cylindricalcoordinates
Tw Wall shearstress
Ty Shearstresson surface f
p The densityof liquid flowing over bubble

Fu, Body force in tangentialdirection
-F.r.Surfaceforces in tangentialdirection
L
h

The lengthofTaylor bubble
The massflow at the center of controlled
volume
mf ,.r, Momentumflux acrossside 1-2 in

tangentialdirection
n Normal axis over bubblesurf-ace
norm Therelativenorm ofdiscrepancy
between2 bubbles,calculatedby eq.(3)
P Pressureat the centerofcontrolled
volume
R The revolutionradiusofbubble surface
aboutz-axis
r Coordinateon r-axis
rc The positionof vortex eye on r-axis (mm)
s Distancealong bubble surface
L\ Terminal velocity of Taylor bubble

surface
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2. Introduction
In engineeringapplications,pipelinesoften
contain gas-liquid mixtures, which occur in
many sortsof flows, e.g. bubbleflow, slug flow,
churn flow, annular flow and dispersedflow,
depending on the gas-to-liquid ratio of the
Among various flows, slug flow is an
m.....rxture.
interestingkind of flow observedwhen a liquid
is suckedfrom a deepwell. Typically, slug flow
is characterizedby a successionof liquid slug
separatedby elongationbubbles (as shown in
Fig.l a). Although, there may be many
elongation bubbles in slug flow, slug flow is
usually studiedby dividing the flow into a unit
for the sake of simplicity as seenin Fig.l(b).
One unit of slug flow consistsof liquid slug,
falling film and one elongationbubble (so-called
Taylor bubble). One of the interestingresearch
topicsin slug flow is to define the pressuredrop
acrossone slug unit, which mostly occursin the
region of the liquid slug [1. 2]. Since the
pressuredrop is the result of wall shear stress
induced by the flow pattern behind the Taylor
dedicatedto
bubble,there are many researchers
the flow field behinda Taylor bubble.Hout et aL.
[3] studiedthe flow field arounda Taylor bubble
and found that the averageflow field is confined
within 12 times of the pipe-diameter(12 D)
behind the bubble. whereas fluctuation lasts
longer than which 50 D, which resultsfrom the
oscillationof the Taylor bubble.Bugg and Saad
I4l reported that the average flow field
terminatesby 0.77 D behind the Taylor bubble
and the rounded bottom of the Taylor bubble
tends to deceleratethe flow behind the bubble.
The works statedaboveconsideronly the cases
that a Taylor bubblerisesalong the centerlineof
a pipe, which is a general case of slug flow.
However, a Taylor bubble sometimes sways
from the pipe centerline,for instance,at the state
of transition from slug flow to churn flow.
Kawaji et al. l5l showed that a Taylor bubble
risesup fasterwhen it swaysfrom the centerline
of the pipe. In their experiment,a solid plastic
bluff body was used insteadof a gas bubble so
that the position of the artificial bubble can be
controlled.The artificial solid bubble was again
exploitedin [6] to confirm the reductionof drag
on an eccentricallyrising Taylor bubble.In that
work, the effect of the deformed nose of the
bubble was also investigatedand it was found
that the deformed nose reducesthe drag force on
a solid bubble.The use of a solid bubbleis very
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useful, but there is a suspicionwhether a solid
bubble inducesthe sameflow field behind itself
as a gas bubble does.Sotiriadisand Thorpe [7]
investigatedboth flow fields and found that the
similarity of flow field behind both types of
bubbles is valid, although the interface
conditions are different in both cases
(liquid/solidand liquidigas).

t

\
tblling filrt

liquid slug

rlg.I , r;. schematicdiagramof slug tlow in the
vertical pipe, (a) typical slug flow in the
vertical pipe with seriesof Taylor bubbles,
(b) the componentsin a slug unit.
Sincein [7], the lengthof the solid bubbleis
selectedto be 100 mm, the result is still not
sufficient for concluding the existenceof the
similarity. The objective of this paper is to
investigate the similarity between flow field
inducedby solid bubblesand gas bubblesat any
length of a Taylor bubble by a numerical
method.
3. Method: Numerical simulation
The flow field around a Taylor bubble is
simulated using an implicit finite volume
method. The
scheme with pressure-correction
simulation domain is boundedaround a Taylor
bubbleas shownin Fig.2. The pipe diameter(D)
is set to be 100 mm. According to [3] and [4],
there is no velocity field in the region further
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than 0.5 D in liont of the bubblenose.Therefore.
the computationaldomain starts at 2.15 D tn
front of the Taylor bubbleto ensurethe isolation
of the bubble from the entranceeff-ect.Behind
the Taylor bubble,the computationaldomain is
extendedby -5.50D.

0.50D

two-dimensional axisymmetry cylindrical
coordinatesystemis employed,and only half of
the pipe is simulated.The conventionalk- s
model and wall function are selected as the
simulation algorithm. The flow condition is
staticallysteadystate.The Taylor bubblerisesin
cylindrical pipe with terminal velocity
calculatedby the equationproposedby White er
a/. [8], which can be written as:

u, = 0.i45JgD

,rr{

According to the objective of this work, 5
Taylor bubbleswith differentlength,i.e. L=25,
-50, 100, 200 and 400 mm, were simulated.To
define the shapeof bubble,the pressuredrop in
the falling film region is assumedto be zero as
p r o p o s e di n t l l . B y
exploitingBernoulli's
equationand eq.(l), we eventuallyobtain the
equationfor definingthe shapeofbubble as:
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Fig.2: Computationaldomain,(a) the dimension
of the computationaldomain and (b) the
cylindrical-coordinatesgridline-system
used in this study and the considered
region
Only the case that a Taylor bubble rises
along the pipe centerlineis considered,hencea
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D

t

D + 16.8(z- :.,)

(2)

Besides.thereis alsoaVt circularcurvewith
radiusof 2=5mm, connectingthe bubble'sside
curve and bottom curve as shownin Fig.2(a).
The interface boundary condition is
different for the 2 types of bubbles.A no-slip
condition is posed on the solid-bubblesurface,
resulting from the impermeable surface
contactingthe liquid. A free-shearcondition is
posedon the gas-bubblesurface,due to the fact
that gas density and viscosity inside the bubble
is much lower than those of the liquid, leading
to negligible shear force along the gas-bubble
surfaceon the liquid side I I ,9,I 01.
The pressure at the center of the upper
boundaryis setto be l00 kPa. While k and e are
'mr/sr
s e t t o b e s m a l l v a l u e so f 0 . l 5 x l 0
and
3m2/s3,
0.2xl0
respectively, so that the
conditionswill be like single bubbleflow in the
pipe without disturbancein front of it. On the
lower boundary, pressureis set to satisfy the
conservationof mass.while the other variables
are set to satisfy zero gradient.The boundary
condition of a solid wall with zero velocity is
posedon the right-hand-sideboundary.For the
lefi-hand-sideboundary,the boundarycondition
in front of and behindthe bubbleis a symmetric
plane, whereasthe boundary condition on the
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water-bubble interfacial surface is posed
differently,dependingon the type of bubble(i.e.
solid or gasbubble)as explainedabove.
Sincethe structureof flow behindbubblesis
considered,the following results will not be
shown on the entire computationaldomain but
only in the interestingregion, defining as the
region,shownin Fig.2(b).
considered
4. Results
Fig. 3-7 show vectorplots of the flow fields
behindbubbleswith differentlength(t), namely
In
L=25,50,100,200 and400 mm, respectively.
each figure, two simulation results are shown.
On the left hand side, flow induced by a gas
bubble is illustrated,whereasflow inducedby a
solid bubbleis shownon the right hand side.
The similarity between flow structure
behind a solid bubble and a gas bubble is
observedin Fig.3-5 (short bubble cases),but no
longer found in Fig.6 and 7 (long bubblecases).
The flow structuresbehind the bubblesin Fig.35 have quite the samepattern.To be specific,an
annualjet from the end of the falling film region
keeps attachingto the pipe wall. Although the
jet expandsalong the main flow direction, the
expansionrate is slow and cannot fulfill the
region just behind the bubble bottom. This
resulrs in a cavity behind the bubble bottom
where the toroidal vortex happens. This is
almost the same in the case of long "solid"
bubbles in Fig.6 and 7, but not for the caseof
long "gas" bubbles in Fig.6 and 7, where the
annualjet no longer keepsattachingto the pipe
wall. In contrast,the annualjet turns along the
c i r c u l a rc u r v e .r e s u l l i n gi n t w o v o r t e x e so: n e
behind the gas bubble and the other close to the
pipe wall.
The simulationresultsshownin Fig.3-7give
only the qualitativecomparisonof the similarity.
To obtain the quantitativecomparison.some
variables are to be taken for comparison.
According to the pastresearch[7], the similarity
of flow structure behind the two bubbles is
justified by the resemblanceof the toroidal
vofiex behind these two bubbles. i.e. the
positionof the vortex eye and the end of the recirculation region (the stagnationpoint on the
centerline of the pipe). Table I presentsthe
geometry of toroidal vortexes induced by
differentbubbles.
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Fig.3: Comparison of flow induced by gas
bubble (left) and solid bubble (right) of
length(t) = 25mm.
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Fig.4: Comparison of flow induced by gas
bubble (left) and solid bubble (right) of
length(l) = 50mm.
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Fig.7: Comparison of flow induced by gas
bubble (left) and solid bubble (right) of
length(L) = 400mm

Fig.5: Comparison of flow induced by gas
bubble (left) and solid bubble (right) of
length(L) = 100mm.
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Consistentwith Fig.3-7, Table I showsthat
the differencebetweenvortexesgeneratedby a
gasbubbleand a solid bubbleis noticeablewhen
I changesfrom 100 mm to 200 mm. This can be
confirmed by a suddenincreaseof A. Relative
comparisoncan be consideredby relatle norm,
which also has a sudden increase after L is
greater than 100 mm. (note that norm is

,,''!/',

:F
+

by eq.(3)and limitedat r/3 ).
calculated
Table 1: The geometry of toroidal vortexes
inducedby a gas bubble and a solid
bubblewith differentbubblelensths.
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Fig.6: Comparison of flow induced by gas
bubble (left) and solid bubble (right) of
length(L) = 200mm.

a

0

Zc

rc

Zc

r.
=

A
norm

3Z

50

100 200

0 . 1 9 0.21 0.25 0.07
0.23 0.26 0.26 0 . 1 8
0.90 r.05 1 . 1 5 0.20
0 . 1 1 0.t9 0.25 0.32
0.20 0.24 0.28 0.30
1.00 1 . 2 0 1 . 3 5 1 . 4 7
0 . 1 1 0 . 1 5 0.20 1 . 3 0

400
0.05
0.08
0 .l 0
0.35
0.33
1.69
1.64

0.22 0 . 1 8 0 . 1 6 r . 2 3 1 . 4 8
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5. Discussion
The previous sectionclearly shows that the
similarity betweentoroidal vortexesinducedby
different bubbles exists with some conditions.
That is, long bubbles cannot maintain the
similarity. Focusing on the region where the
annual jet ejects from the falling film region to
the region behind the bubble, an interesting
phenomenonis observed.
Fig.8-12 show the separationpoint on the
solid bubble surface.It is obscurelyevidentthat
the positionof the separationpoint occurson the
bubble bottom in the caseof short bubbles(L<
100 mm: Fig.8-10) but occurs on the circular
curve in the caseof long bubbles (L>100 mm:
Fig.1l&12). This observation
can be usedas an
indicatorfor predictingthe existingof similarity.
In other words, the similarity betweenvortexes
inducedby different bubbleshappenswhen the
separation point occurs only on the bubble
bottom.

Fig.9: Separationpoint (dot) occurring on the
solid bubble surface in the case that
bubblelength(L) is 50mm.

Fig.l0: Separationpoint (dot) occurring on the
solid bubble surface in the case that
bubblelength(t) is 100mm.

Fig.8: Separationpoint (dot) occurring on the
solid bubble surface in the case that
bubblelength(t) is 25mm.
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angle0 is shown in Fig.l3(a). Next, Fig.13(b)
shows the dimensionof the controlled volume
used for the following derivation,in which n is
the normal axis and s is the tangentialaxis of the
certain controlled volume. Herein. Y is the
height of the controlledvolume, which is larger
than the boundarylayer thickness,but much less
than the radius of revolution (R), i.e.
6 <Y << R . Finally, Fig.l3(c) demonstrates
the forces per area surroundingthe controlled
volume(a-b-c-d).

Fig. I l: Separationpoint (dot) occurring on the
solid bubble surface in the case that
bubblelength(L) is 200mm.

(b)

(al

F i g . 1 3 :Schematic diagram for deriving the
change of flow momentum along
Taylor bubble surface,(a) the normal
axis with respect to cylindrical
coordinates, (b) dimension of the
consideredcontrolled volume and (c)
forces per area surrounding the
controlledvolume.

llt
jt
Fig.l2: Separationpoint (dot) occurring on the
solid bubble surface in the case that
bubblelength(L) is 400mm.

Similar to the method proposedby Kays et
al. Illl, the continuityequationalong the Taylor
bubble surface is manipulatedfirst to balance
the massflow penetratingaroundthe controlled
volume. Consideringthe controlled volume (ab-c-d) in Fig.l3(c), for steadyflow, the balance
of massflow can be written as:
i t " r + r h u , . + / i ' l , . ,+t h o a = 0

To explain the reason why the separation
point occurs on the circular curve close to the
end of the falling film region in the caseof long
bubbles, the momentum equation along the
bubble surfacemust be reviewed.Fig. l3 shows
the schematic diagram used to derive the
momentum equation along a Taylor bubble
surface.The local normal-tangentialcoordinates
relatedto the slobal cvlindrical coordinateswith
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(4)

By using Taylor series,the mass flow across
sidea-b and c-d can be written as follows:

.
t
m-,. : -l
[

.

rdth.l
2ds J

.a,
= -(zrn)'!pu.
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r" is approximatedto be zero, since the
velocity gradient above the boundary layer
thicknessis very small. Hence,the approximate
summalionof surfaceforcesis writtenas:

: *(zon)i,[pu,.a,
)
, . f
o
+'
l Z r n l l o u, *)0,
2ds[' i'

f

Sincethereis no blowing flow acrossside ad, i.e. th,,,,= 0 , substitutingeq.(5) and eq.(6)
into eq.(4). the mass flow across side b-c is
obtainedas:

" : -*[tzon)'!Pu'*)o'

a

p

l

r , , = - ( z r n ) v \ d s . c o s / + r , c 1|s ( t o )
Lds
-l

(6)

The body force in the tangentialdirection is
expressedeasily by projectingthe gravity force
of the controlledvolumeon z-axis.resultinsin:

t;u, = (2rn)Ypgsin0 -ds

(lt)

Then.the momentumfluxeson eachsideof
the controlledvolume are definedas:

(t)

, = -\rt
t . -1t d | -, I
mt,,,t.
^lm.fktslcosd

For steadystate,the momentumequationof
the controlledvolumecan be written as:

l,
.'n
= -](zrrn)Ja,Pu,'dn

Fr, * Fr,
= ffi.|'r.nt,*nrl',.nt* ntJ'.,.t,* ffiJ'r.ua (8)
Each term in eq.(S) can be expressed
individually as follows. Surface forces are
composedof fbur componentson each side of
the controlled volume, shown in Fig.13(c),
which canbe writtenas:

Fs,n,,: (z,gY(r )*

n')*',

(eb)

Fs,.r.= l2rRfu,.ds

(9c)

F s , . u- (a2 r n \ r , , . r t t

(ed)

mr,
. =*{t*!!tuv,}".'o
t, ,"

. i*l!"-r'[u,
*, o,]0,1,",
o
(l2b)
tflr,.t, = u r ' w h ,

' , .dn
, -ps
],
= - r , :le [ (,ztr,nllpu,
d'L
i
l

Where0=0.5(AelAs)ds,which can be
written in anotherform as Q =0.5(lllps
the summationof surfaceforcesyields:

I

= + { ( 2 a R ) J.ap u . ' d n

(9a)

Fs,
,a=(2,flv(r. )# o'),"',

-llf tr*.),!,.0,.
.",4
, j . a,)a,f
2dsl
lrrz.r

. So

mf,.,r:0

Fs. = Fs,.ni'* Fs,..a * Fr,.r, * Fs,.'.i

(l2c)

(r2d)

Finally,substitute
eq.(10),eq.(I I ) and
eq.(I 2a-d)into eq.(8),resultingin:
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On the left hand side of eq.(I3), the rate of
momentum change along the s-direction is
explicitly shown, whereasthe sourceterms are
shown on the right hand side. The rate of
momentumchangealong the s-directionimplies
the occurrenceof separation.If the momentum
of flow is decreasedto a value, flow separation
will take place. In ccordancewith eq.(13), the
change of momentum flux depends on four
parameters:
1. the projectionofbody force on the z-axis.
2. momentumflux leavingthe controlled
volume acrosssideb-c.
3. pressuregradientacrossthe controlled
volume along the s-direction.
4. wall shearforce.
The first term on the right hand side of
eq.(I 3) (gravity force) always increases
momentum flux. The magnitude of increasing
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rate is dependenton the angle?, which becomes
zero along the bubble bottom curve. Hence,this
term retardsthe occurrenceofflow separation.
The fourth term on the right hand side of
eq.(13)is only a differentterm betweenthe solid
and gas bubble cases.In the case of a solid
bubble, this term is greaterthan zero. But this
term is definitely zero in the case of a gas
bubble. because of the free-shear condition
posed on the bubble surface.In the case of a
solid bubble,the presenceof this term decreases
the momentumflux. The greaterthe wall shear
force is, the more rapid separationoccurs.If the
wall shear is sufficiently high, flow separation
will happenon the circular curve, insteadof the
bubble bottom. Basically, wall shear is
dependent on the velocity gradient, which
becomes larger when the gap between the
bubble surface and the pipe wall becomes
narrower.By considerin
C eq.(2),it is clear that a
longerTaylor bubble (with largerz) has a larger
ft, leading to a narrower gap betweenthe bubble
surface and the pipe wall. The Narrower gap
producesa more seriousvelocity gradient.This
promotes a greater wall shear, causing flow
separationto occur rapidly. Finally, in the case
of a long bubble,the separationpoint takesplace
on the circular curve connecting the bottom
curve and the sidecurve of the Taylor bubble,as
alreadyshownin Fig.ll and 12.
Moreover. the second term and the third
term on the right hand side of eq.(13) will show
their influence when a separationpoint takes
place on the circular curve. More momentum
flux leavesthe controlledvolume acrossside b-csince flow cannotturn along the circular curve.
When mass flux leaves the controlled volume
acrossside b-c, the value of the secondterm is
negative.This causesa reductionof momentum
flux. It, thus, acceleratesflow separationto
occur more rapidly.
The third term on the right-hand-sideof
eq.(13) refers to pressure gradient, which is
often assumedto be equal to the gradient of
momentum flux of flow above the boundary
laver thickness.that is:
AP

0u,

ds

ds

(t4)

Eq.(14) shows that pressure gradient is a
negative function of velocity gradient, which
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will be larger if massflux cannotflow along the
circular curve (presenceof wake). This term,
thus. reduces the momentum flux and
accelerates
the flow separationto happenas well
In short, the process above can be
explainedas:
l. A Longer solid bubble has a larger block
ratio, resulting in a more serious velocity
gradient.
2. Once the velocity gradientis high enough
to produce high wall shear stresson the solid
bubblesurf'ace,flow separationwill occur on the
circularcurve.
3. The separationpoint on the circular curve
preventsmassflux to flow acrossside c-d of the
controlled volume. More mass flux leaves the
controlled volume acrossside b-c, resulting in
flow separationhappeningmore rapidly.
4. Pressuregradient also acceleratesflow
separation
to occur sinceit relatesto a negative
velocity gradient of flow above the boundary
layer thickness.
6. Conclusion
The fr-e model is discretizedwith a finite
volume method to investigate the effect of
bubble length on the similarity of the flow
structure induced behind a solid and a gas
bubble. Five different bubble lengths were
selected to be simulated. The results of
simulationcan be concludedas:
l. Similarity is limited by the length of the
Taylor bubble since a longer bubble producesa
higher velocity gradient,resultingin more shear
stresson the solid bubblesurface.
2. The position of the separationpoint on
the bottom of Taylor bubble may be usedas an
indicator to a predict the similarity, i.e. the
similarity of flow field betweena solid bubble
and a gas bubbledisappearswhen the separation
point occurs on the circular curve of the solid
becauseit
bubble.This is useful for researchers
helps them to make a decision for eliminating
data referred to as similarity when the
phenomenonhappens.
3. Using a solid bubble to study the
characteristicof flow structure behind a gas
bubble is not alwaysapplicable,but limited to a
certain bubble length. This leads to serious
concernsfor experiments.For example, if one
wantsto utilize a long solid bubbleas a long gas
bubble, one needsto reduce wall shear on the
solid bubbleby reducingturbulentviscosity.
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